
Religion and the Literary in Tibet, AAR 2010                                          Carl Yamamoto—Lama Zhang: Autobiography and Its Near Relations 
 

Lama Zhang: excerpts from the Shes rab grub pa ma Autobiography,1 plus comparisons with other texts (m+-<m-M1-*:-<{=-:0-Es0-.-1k 
1. ON AUTOBIOGRAPHY 

 
 

  

                                                 
1 Nyid kyi rnam thar shes rab grub pa ma, I.316-366, in Dpal ldan tshal pa bka' brgyud kyi bstan pa'i mnga' bdag zhang g.yu brag pa brtson 'grus grags pa'i gsung 'bum rin po 
che: The Collected Works of Zhaṅ brtson 'grus grags pa 1123-1193, edited by Khenpo Shedup Tenzin and Lama Thinley Namgyal (Kathmandu: Shree Gautam Buddha Vihar, 
2004). 

Shes rab grub pa ma Autobiography (m+-<m-M1-*:-<{=-:0-Es0-.-1k Shes rab grub pa ma Autobiography, I.316-17 
]m:-:$-#m-M1-*:-:$-#m=-0I}+-.-,m-+1-.-M1=-<m-;v#=-
1-9m,k A-0:-8}=-.-1-9m,k &}=-+$-1*v,-.-1-
9m,k 

… 8},-<$-,m-:$-#m-M1-*:-$}1=-.8m-&{+-`o-1-9m,k U}0-
18m-$}-1-0S}#-.-+$k #$-7#-#m-:m#=-0=1->m=-1m-
=0-.=-M1-.:-*:-.-8+m=-/,-.-:{-:{-21-8Ap$-0-,m-Nm+-
.8m-1*8-+##-_p-1m-0_p0-.=-$-:$-;-R}-#<8-1:-8#{;-
0-:{-:{-21-;=-1-#)}#=k #6,-;-0%,-,-${=-.-"}-
,:-#<{-6m$-*}+-;k :$-#m-Wv+-N{#-%m$-&m#-.-"1-.}-&{-
0=#=-,=-"}-:$-#m=-"}-:$-+B;-0:-0[w:-0:-A{+-.=-
,-#6,-;-1m-%},-.-#;-&{8}k k:{-:{-21-;-/,-`o-:{-,=-
0<+-.-;-({=-.-1{+-+1-$1-.-9m,k 

Generally, it is not the way of the most excellent 
ones to write one's own biography oneself. To do so 
is not appropriate. It is not in accord with the 
Dharma…. 
 
 
However, my own biography is not [written] for the 
sake of showing off. Since I cannot refuse my 
disciples' request, and the types of beings are 
inconceivable, the arising of benefit from this 
biography to just a few could not be cut off until 
the end of existence. Therefore, aside from those 
few who are wholly trustworthy to me, if [this 
autobiography] is shown to the others, they will 
certainly only abuse and disparage [it], and 
destroying their own religious lineage and 
accumulating the deepest of sins, they will cast 
themselves into hell. Therefore, it is vital not to 
show [this] to others. Hoping to benefit a few, I 
thought there would be nothing wrong with telling 
[my story]. 
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2. EARLY MISDEEDS 
Shes rab grub pa ma Autobiography COMPARISON TEXT (m+-<m-M1-*:-<{=-:0-Es0-.-1k 
 

Shes rab grub pa ma Autobiography, 
I.319-20 

R-1-6$-#m-M1-*:-7m,-Km=k Handwritten Biography of Lama 
Zhang,2 6a 

$-;-9$-8#;-0-8 ò-08m-A{+-]}+-1$-.}-
Ap$k 

... ++-.-<m,-_p-&{-0:-8`o#-<$k #2$-
&0-X,->m-;v-1-,=-({8v-0=+-%m$-7}=k 
({8v-&u$-#=},-.}-6m#-=o:-1m+-<$-A=k 
<-d$-#m-Fy0-0%+-.8m-co;-`o-1{-)}#-0%t#-
%m$-(t:-,=-0)$k +-W-eq#-.-1m-*},-
6m$-0v;-0-8+m-+{8m-M1-*m,-9m,-$1k 
++-.-+$-&m#-_p-84~1=-.=-8#;-0-+$-
8`o-0-1$-`o-Ap$k 

Many combined yet contradictory 
behaviors arose together in me....  
 
 
 
Although faith was very great, I 
killed and ate baby fish from clear-
water ponds. I even swallowed a 
live little baby fish. I cut off the 
rear-end of a meat fly, placed a 
flower there, and let it fly off. I 
think it is the ripening of that 
karma that I am now constipated 
and flatulent. Because faith was 
mixed with sin, many 
contradictory traits arose together.  

 
 
 
++-.-&{-9$-++-.-+$-&m#-`o-83~1-.-
8#8-9$-Ap$-#=v$k P$-&0-X,->m-;v-
1-,=-({8v-0=+-<m-7}=k ({8v-#=},-.}-
#%m#-=o:-1m+-<$k <-d$-#m-Fy0-0%+-
.8m-co;-`o-1{-)}#-0%t#-,=-/v:-,=-0)$k 
+-W-%r#-.-1m-*},-.-8+m-M1-*m,-9m,-$1k 

 
 
 
 
 
He said, "Although faith was great, 
faith was also mixed with sin."  He 
killed and ate baby fish from clear-
water ponds. He even swallowed a 
live baby fish. He cut off the rear-
end of a meat fly, placed a flower 
there, and let it fly off. He thought 
it was the ripening of that karma 
that he was now constipated. 

 

                                                 
2 Bla ma zhang gi rnam thar zin bris. Written by Lama Zhang’s disciple Lha ri ba chen po (aka Nam mkha' 'od, Sangs rgyas 'od, or Sangs rgyas ras pa). From Bka' brgyud "Golden 
Rosary" (gser phreng) anthology of unknown provenance from 'Bras spungs monastery. 
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3. DREAM OF THE SNAKE 
Shes rab grub pa ma Autobiography COMPARISON TEXT (m+-<m-M1-*:-<{=-:0-Es0-.-1k Shes rab grub pa ma Autobiography, 

I.321-22 
R-1-6$-#m-M1-*:-7m,-Km=k Handwritten Biography of Lama 

Zhang, 9b-10a +{-,=-;}-(m-co-P-06m-;-;=-8J}-07$-.}-
#<8-1:-=+-.8m-K#=-=vk ao0-%m#-#m-
Om-;1-,-:$-#m-'-0v#-,=-M#-+$-V,-Vm,-
1$-.}-@m:-*},-.8m-60=-=v-N}#-&#=-du;-
8H-08m-:m$-.}-6m#-@m:-*},-,=-$m$-=$=-
<m=-=}$-0-+$k N}#-&#=-=}+-+$-9v,-
:m$-.}-6m#-8E}#=-?$-$1-.-6m#-Ap$-,=k 
N}#-&#=-+{-(m-1-ao0-@}#=-=v-=m+-=}$-0-
+$k +-,m-=}+-+$-#),-`o-1m-8J+-$1-
.-6m#-Om=-){k @m-,=-Om-;1-+{-;-#}-0-
1$-.}-J{+k 

 
 
 
 
 

Then at the age of twenty-four, as 
a sign of the genuine awakening of 
good karmic residues, in a dream 
of one evening, after much pus and 
snot had poured out of my nostrils, 
a long creature resembling a snake 
emerged, and went (with a purified 
heart? snying sangs?), and the 
thought occurred: “Creature, I have 
been associated with you for a long 
time, ah!” The creature went (with 
a whistling sound? srid song?) in 
the direction of the setting sun, and 
in my dream I thought, “Now I 
will certainly not meet with you 
[again]."  Later, I found many 
insights in that dream. 

+{-,=-;}-({:-06m-;-;=-8J}-07$-.}-=+-
.8m-K#=-=v-ao0-#-%m#-Om-;1-`o-:$-#m-'-
0v#-,=-M#-D#-+$-V,-Vm,-1$-.}-@m:-+},-
.8m-60=-=v-N}#-&#=-du;-8H-08m-:m$-.}-
:v=-,=-F$-@p$-.-W-0v-#%m#-Ap$-,=k 
*$-;-(m;-=}$-.-+$k N}#-&#=-#%m#-
`o-=}$k N}#-&#=-+{-$-;-P{+-`o-&{k 
$-9$-+{-;-P{+-`o-A{+-.-+{-,=-/-3+-=}$k 
$=-&u-":-@m,-,=-0W=-.=-+{-9$-+.;-
[-Nm,-1}-+{8v:-@m,-.-+$k <-0-Q-0-21-
`o-=}$-,=-ao0-@}#=-+.#-_p-=m+-<m=-=}$-
.-+$k N}#-&#=-=}+-+$-9v,-:m$-.}-
#%m#-8E}#=k +-=}+-+$-%,-`o-1m-
8J+-$1-.-#%m#-Ap$k @m=-+{-;-#}-0-
1$-.}-0J{+-#=v$k 

“Then at the age of twenty-four, as 
a sign of the awakening of good 
karmic residues, in a dream of one 
evening, after much pus and snot 
had poured out of my nostrils, 
finally a long creature resembling a 
snake appeared, like marrow 
flowing from the bone, and flowed 
into the field, and the creature went 
alone. The creature felt great 
affection for me, and I for it as 
well. Then, it went a short distance 
away. I came to the river bank and 
watched it. Also, the demoness 
Dpal lha came near, and as soon as 
a deer and a musk deer came, they 
[all] departed in the western 
direction (with a whistling sound? 
srid kyis song?), and the thought 
occurred, ‘Creature, [I] have been 
associated with you for a long 
time; now I will certainly not meet 
with you [again].’ Later, I found 
many insights in that [dream],” he 
said. 
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4. MEETING WITH ROOT LAMA SGOM TSHUL 
Shes rab grub pa ma Autobiography COMPARISON TEXT  (m+-<m-M1-*:-<{=-:0-Es0-.-1k Shes rab grub pa ma Autobiography, 

I.347 +#{-0<{=-<-1m-+$k... Dge bshes Sha mi ... 3 
III.497-98 

+{-,=-;}-=v1-%t-=}-#=v1-;-U}0-+.},-:m,-.}-
&{-0!8-Hm,-%,k Am,-T0=-%,k +},-
>m-0Wv+-.-%,k ={1=-%,-*1=-%+-<m-
Wv+-;-:$-&=-=v-9}+-.8m-0+{-0:-#<{#=-
.8m-$m$-.}-+{-#%{:->m=-1$},-=v1-`o-$}-c}+-
.:-A{+-.-+{-+$-1';-1-*#-_p-[,-%m#-[{=-
^}:-#,$-,=-0"}1=-.=-8-1-#:->m-"}1-
*1=-%+-<{=-.-"-@m:-0W=-=v-8`o# k 
+-,m-"}1-1",-:$-#),-;-80{0=-.:-
8`o#-$1k 9$-#+1=-$#-70-1}-6m#-
Ap$-$1-,=-<m,-_p-+#8-0-6m#-Ap$-0k 

 
 
 
 

Then, in my 33rd year, I met the 
precious teacher, endowed with 
kindness, endowed with blessings, 
endowed with the true lineage, the 
one who introduced me directly to 
the perception of the sugatagarbha, 
which exists in the minds of all 
sentient beings as a natural 
possession. As soon as I met him, 
he bestowed upon me the practice 
of coemergence, and I meditated. 
Oh! I saw that all of my earlier 
meditation had been superficial 
knowledge. Now, I thought, I am 
definitely a meditator! 
Furthermore, thinking it was a 
profound instruction, I was 
extremely happy. 

=-131=-06m-.8m-#+1=-$#-,mk +{-
,=-;}-=v1-%t-=}-#=v1-,-U}0-+.},-:m,-.}-&{-
0!8-Hm,-%,k Am,-T0=-%,k +},->m-
0Wv+-.-%,k ={1=-%,-*1=-%+-<m-Wv+-
;-:$-&=-=v-9}+-.8m-0+{-0:-#<{#=-.8m-
$m$-.}-+{-#%{:->m=-1$},-=v1-`o-$}-c}+-.:-
A{+-.-+{-+$-1';-0=-"}1-8+m-Ap$k +{-
;-"}1-[{=-.8m-=-131=-+$-#%m# 
k(1=-=v-B}$-08m-=-131=-+$-#(m=k 
K}#=-.-<:-08m-=-131=-+$-#=v1k 
K}#=-.-0}#=-8+},-.8m-=-131=-+$-06m-
;=k +$-.}-"}1-[{-08m-=-131=-,mk 
:m,-.}-&{-+$-1';-1-*#-[,-%m#-[{=-^}:-
#,$-,=-0"}1=-.=k 8-1k #:-
>m-"}1-*1=-%+-<{=-.-"-@m:-0W=-=v-
8`o# +-,m-"}1-1",-:$-#),-;-80{0-
.:-8`o#-$1k 9$-#+1=-$#-70-
1}-6m#-Ap$-$1-,=-<m,-_p-+#8-0-6m#-
Ap$k 

Advice on the four landmarks. 
Then, in my 33rd year, I met the 
precious teacher, endowed with 
kindness, endowed with blessings, 
endowed with the true lineage, the 
one who introduced me directly to 
the perception of the sugatagarbha, 
which exists as a natural 
possession—and thus this 
meditation occurred. With regard 
to this, there are: first, the 
landmark of the arising of 
meditation; second, the landmark 
of experience; third, the landmark 
of the dawning of realization; and 
fourth, the landmark of 
enhancement that brings benefit. 
From among these, first, the arising 
of meditation landmark: as soon as 
I met the precious one, he 
bestowed upon me the practice of 
coemergence, and I meditated. Oh! 
I saw that all of my earlier 
meditation had been superficial 
knowledge. Now, I thought, I am 
definitely a meditator! 
Furthermore, thinking it was a 
profound instruction, I was 
extremely happy.  

                                                 
3 Dge bshes sha mi dang/ dge bshes grwa pa dang/ gtsang pa jo btsun la sogs pas zhus pa'i nyams myong gi gleng slong ring mo, Shedup III.497-513. 
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5. SECRECY 
Shes rab grub pa ma Autobiography COMPARISON TEXTS 
(m+-<m-M1-*:-<{=-:0-Es0-.-1k 356 6$-:m,-.}-&{8m-M1-*:-W;-R},-1k

Rgyal blon ma Biography of Zhang 
Rinpoché,4 252 

R-1-6$-#m-M1-*:-7m,-Km=k

Handwritten Biography of Lama Zhang, 41A 

#6,-;-e=-,-`#-${=-.-9m,k $m$-8#=-.-9m,k 
"}-:$-#m-K}#-.=-0!0-.=-8+m-1m-Nm+-7{:-,=-+1-.8m-
&}=-(}$-`o-8}$-0-9m,k 

 
 
If you tell this to others, it will certainly 
terrify them. Their hearts will split open.  
Because their conceptuality covers them, 
they will say, "This is not possible!" and 
will abandon the holy Dharma. 
 

#6,-;-e=-,-`#-${=-.-9m,k "}-:$-#m-K}#-
.=-0!0-,=-8+m-1m-0+{,-7{:-,=-+1-.8m-&}=-(}$-
`o-9}$-0-9m,k 

 
 
If you tell this to others, it will certainly 
terrify them. Because their conceptuality 
covers them, they will say, "This is not 
true!" and will abandon the holy Dharma. 

#6,-;-e=-,-`#-${=-.-9m,-,}k "}-:$-#m=-
K}#=-.=-0!0-,=-8+m-1m-Nm+-7{:-,=k &}=-(}$-
`o-8}$-.-9m,k 

 
 
If you tell this to others, it will certainly 
terrify them. Because they cover [their 
understanding] with conceptuality, they will 
say, "This is not possible!" and will 
abandon the Dharma. 

 
  

                                                 
4 Zhang rin po che'i rnam thar rgyal blon ma, Shedup VI.183-302. Probably written by Zhang’s disciple Ston pa Rgya lo (possibly = Rgyal ba Lo zhig). 
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6. THE DULL-WITTED & SUPERFICIAL 
Shes rab grub pa ma Autobiography COMPARISON TEXT (m+-<m-M1-*:-<{=-:0-Es0-.-1k Shes rab grub pa ma Autobiography, 

I.357 
R-1-6$-#m-M1-*:-7m,-Km=k  Handwritten Biography of Lama 

Zhang, 41b +0$-.}-eq;-.}-3~#=-1-0=#=-<m$k R-
1-1-0%{,-.=-7v$-84n,->m-1v,-.:-8*v1=-
<m$-,{-2~-W:-3n#-;-U{-^$=-.8m-#$-7#-"-
@m:-0W=-.8m-1m-:m#=k :$-$}-1-<{=-
<m$-:$-1-1*}$-0-M1=-<m=-1*}$-`o-1m-
:v$k *}=-=v-1m-:v$k 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Those dull-witted ones who do not 
gather the accumulatations, and 
who, because they do not rely on 
the lamas, are wrapped in the 
darkness of attachment, and the 
beings who prattle words like 
parrots, with the ignorance of 
superficial views. They do not 
recognize themselves and do not 
see themselves: they cannot see 
[the truth]. They cannot hear. 
 
 
 
 

+0$-.}-eq;-.}-3~#=-1-0=#=-.-R-1-1-
0%{,-.=k #7v$-84n,->m-1v,-.=-
8*m0=-.-,{-2~-W:-3n#-;-U{-^$=-.8m-"-
@m:-0W=-.8m-#$-7#-:$-$}-1-<{=-.8m-:$-
$}-1-1*}$-.-M1=-<m=-1*}$-`o-1m-:v$k 
*}=-=v-1m-:v$k 

Those dull-witted ones who do not 
gather the accumulatations, who, 
because they do not rely on the 
lamas, are clouded over by the 
darkness of attachment, those 
beings with a superficial view who 
prattle words like parrots, who do 
not recognize themselves and do 
not see themselves: they cannot see 
[the truth]. They cannot hear. 
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7. COLOPHON 
Shes rab grub pa ma Autobiography COMPARISON TEXT (m+-<m-M1-*:-<{=-:0-Es0-.-1k Shes rab grub pa ma Autobiography, 

I.365 +#{-0<{=-<-1m-+$k... Dge bshes Sha mi ... 
III.513 

$8m-*}-%}-+$-0$},-*0=-<m-;+-1}-8+m-=v=-
<$-0S:-1m-0_p0k =v=-A=-<$-#6,-
1-++-.=-+B;-0:-0[w:-${=k $-;-R-
18m-Am,-T0=-bo#=-.-9m,k %-;{-%}-;{-
e-9m=-1m-;$k +{-;-0K{,-[#-.-":-
&u# 
a#=-<m-"v$-/v#-Q}$-`o-+#{-U}$-<{=-:0-
Es0-.8m-$}-1-0S}#-,=-e=-.k /,-
={1=-<m=-e=-.-9m,k #6,-+$-'$-0-
1m-1*v,k #6,-;-0%,-,-&m#-.-=}#k 
9$-+{$-=$-`o=-8+m-,-L}-I{-(t,-+$k 
&}=-.-+$k "}1-&{,-.-,$-;-,$-/,-
3u,-[},-;-K}#-%m$-[},-1{+-.-;-[},-`o-a}#-
.8m-`o=-&}=-A-08m-+0$-9$-1{+-1m-A-08m-
+0$-9$- 
1{+k R-1-M1=-+$-+A{,-A{+k [{-0}-
M1=-<m-Hs$-`o-1m-$,-.-'-3~#=-*0=-'-
3~#=-<m=-a}# kJ#-+}#-#m-D}+-8+m:-
]}+-.:-Ap$-%{k #},->m-;=-$,-;-
0=1=-,=-Q}+-,=-06# k1m-+$-

No one else can pull off my mock 
vulgarity and irony. Whoever did 
would certainly fall into hell 
because of others’ mistrust. I have 
received the blessings of the lama. 
Nothing is accomplished by talking 
nonsense.  To rely on that is to fill 
your mouth with shit. 
 
Spoken at Khung phug rdzong of 
Sgrags, at the request of the monk 
Shes rab grub pa. It is spoken with 
the intent to benefit. Its point of 
view will not accord with [that of] 
others. If you show it to others, 
they will accumulate sins. 
Furthermore, nowadays, when 
Vajra brothers and sisters, Dharma 
practitioners, and great meditators 
think only of each other's faults, 
and declare faults where there are 
no faults, one can neither speak the 
Dharma nor not speak it [without 
being criticized]. They sow discord 
among the lamas. In the presence 
of ordinary people, they make 
proclamations using all sorts of 
harsh words and [devious] means. 
Here is how to act within this 
rancorous milieu: think about the 
bad karma from past lives and 
remain unentangled. Minimize 
human relationships. Don't reveal 

 
 
 
 
 
 
+#{-U}$-<{=-:0-Es0-.8m-$}-1-S}#-,=-9m-#{-
=v1-&-#(m=-[#-21-+{:-Km=k 
@m=-<m-Q{$-U}$-[#-1-M1=-+0v-:v-[m-<}+-<m-
3;-"$-`o-+#{-0<{=-8`o;-0-84n,-.-<-1m-
+$k +#{-0<{=-f-.-+$k +#{-0<{=-
#2$-.-'}-02t,-!q-1&{+-#(m=-<m-$}:-Km=-
.8}k kU}0-1-$m$-+$-8H-0-:{-:{-21-1m,-
.-=v-;-9$-1m-0%,-.:-bo8}k kW-W-W-
W-W-W-Wk W-:m1-.-0`o,->m=-0)0-0}k 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
"The Long Discussion of Zhang the 
Beggar-monk." At the request of 
the monk Shes rab grub pa, at 
Khum phug rdzong of Sgrags, in 
the year of the dog, a bit more than 
two thirds was put in writing there. 
The remaining later discussions 
were written down at Tshal sgang 
[chos spyil] of Dbu ru skyi shod in 
the presence of the spiritual teacher 
and Vinaya-holder Sha mi, the 
spiritual teacher Grwa pa, and the 
spiritual teachers, the two Gtsang 
pa Jo btsun brothers. I request that 
you not show this to anyone except 
for the very few disciples who are 
like my own heart. Seal! Seal! 
Seal! Seal! Seal! Seal! Seal! Set 
down with seven seals [i.e. top 
secret]. 
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8K{;-0-0[w$=k 1m=-%m-1-3~:-A=k 
=v-%m-7{:-9$-&}=-+$-%m-1*v,-A=-=}k 
k;v=-N}#-*{+-;-#7,k A-K;-W0-_p-
[w:k 8Dm-0-02,-&}+-A=k 6{-8+}+-
*1=-%+-($=k 
 

anything to people. Whatever 
anyone says, do whatever is in 
accord with the Dharma. Throw 
away body and life. Leave behind 
[worldly] activities. Make a 
resolution with vigor. Abandon 
your deepest desires! 

 
 
 


